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Performance of various Asset Classes and Sub Asset Classes keep changing over time. Even the best of minds cannot always predict which asset class will do well.
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Stay invested in journalism you can trust. Subscribe to The Indian Express newspaper

Hope you are enjoying reading The Indian Express. With supply chains back to normal, our complimentary e-paper will end on 31st January, 2021. To continue reading the newspaper that explains and investigates the news beyond the noise,

follow the link bit.ly/IEdeliver or Call 9810640505 to get your copy delivered at your doorstep.

Tell us how much you enjoyed reading The Indian Express, click here
BUDGET TO TABLED TOMORROW
PM at all-party meet: Offer to pause farm laws still on table, Agri Minister just phone call away

\[\text{Catch Red Fort culprit, if innocent, framed will grow: Azad}]

PM at all-party meet: Offer to pause farm laws still on table, Agri Minister just phone call away

A day after the Red Fort incident, Prime Minister Narendra Modi, in a call to all-party leaders, suggested a pause to the farm laws, venue of the Republic Day violence which had led to the wearing of saffron by police personnel and the setting up of bamboo barricades on the border of the Red Fort premises.

In the context of the upcoming Budget Session of Parliament, Prime Minister Narendra Modi, in a phone call to all-party leaders, has suggested that the new farm laws be put on hold, while the government initiates the legal process to arrest the Red Fort culprits.

\[\text{PM Modi on} 29/01/2021\]

**PM Modi on 29/01/2021**

Prime Minister Narendra Modi, in a phone call to all-party leaders, has suggested that the new farm laws be put on hold, while the government initiates the legal process to arrest the Red Fort culprits.

**PM Modi on 29/01/2021**

Prime Minister Narendra Modi, in a phone call to all-party leaders, has suggested that the new farm laws be put on hold, while the government initiates the legal process to arrest the Red Fort culprits.
PM on all party meet: no need to postpone farm laws
still on table, Agri Minister just give call away

Israel envoy the London Times. The BMU followed suit, but only in the most perfunctory way. The BJP, which had upped its game in the traditional competition with Tamil Nadu, may have to reevaluate its strategy now.

A similar event of recent take place shortly after diwali. A car was found abandoned in the Delhi Police to the effect that a car had been abandoned near the site of the explosion. The Abuja Mosque was receiving considerable attention after a bomb attack on its premises. A similar type of explosion had taken place at a mosque in the city of Mumbai in 2008. This time, however, there was no damage to life or property.

Israel has been involved in a number of conflicts with the Palestinians, the most recent being the war in Gaza in 2014. The conflict was sparked by a series of Palestinian attacks on Israeli civilians in Jerusalem and the West Bank. Israel responded with a military operation that lasted for several months. The conflict has been ongoing for decades and has resulted in the deaths of thousands of people.

Israel has also been involved in international diplomacy. The country has been a member of the United Nations since 1949. It has also been a leader in the field of military technology and has been a recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize for its efforts in peace negotiations in the Middle East. However, many believe that Israel's efforts have been too focused on military affairs and not enough on diplomacy.

Israel has also faced criticism for its treatment of the Palestinian people. The country has been accused of human rights violations, such as the use of excessive force in dealing with protests, the construction of the separation barrier, and the displacement of Palestinians.

Israel has also been involved in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, which began in 1948 with the establishment of the State of Israel. The conflict has been characterized by violence, displacement, and political conflict. Israel has been accused of violations of human rights and international law.

Israel has also been involved in the conflict in Syria, which began in 2011. Israel has been accused of providing military support to rebel groups in the conflict, and has been involved in air strikes against Syrian targets.
Raj Thackeray set to visit Ayodhya in March

The Mumbai Mayor Pratiksha Thackeray on Thursday described Ayodhya as ‘the land of sacrifice’ and said there was a need to preserve its heritage at all costs. She said April 1 was the last day for submission of proposal for the project and the BMC would submit it to the government on April 2.

In 2020, Ram temple construction work had started and the millenium celebration is scheduled to be held in 2024. The BMC’s heritage commissioner, Mridula Thakur, had written a letter to Pratiksha Thackeray in this regard.

Theprojectwillconsistofhierarchallevelsandwillbeaimedatpreservingtheheritageoftheplace,

The BMC has received the proposal from the temple trust and is in the process of preparing the documents for its submission to the government.

The BMC has also decided to submit a proposal to the government for the construction of a museum in Ayodhya.

The BMC commissioner said that the museum would be an important part of the project and would showcase the rich heritage of Ayodhya.
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MADHYA PRADESH PRASHASAN & INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT BOARD

SYSTEM TENDER No.: 2021 / MP/124887

NOTICE INVITING Tenders for the procurement of

- 3-Phase 100 KV AD TRs with BIS Level-3
- 3-Phase 63 KV AD TRs with BIS Level-3
- 8 Mtrs PSCC poles (Medak Circle)
- Gl stay wire 7/2.5 mm
- Gl stay wire 7/3.15 mm
- Gl wire 4 mm
- Gl wire 2.5 mm

TSSPDCL intends to float tenders for procurement of the above items. For further details of each item above, please visit the TSSPDCL website.

For further information or clarification, please contact:
- CHIEF GENERAL MANAGER (P&MM)
  Phone: 040-23431319, 1035, 1026, 1448

A. Ambedkar Road, Brindavan, Kukatpally
B. 35-3-116, Flat No. 102, Pearl Residency, Hyderabad
C. 6-2-320, Ground Floor, Friends Club Chambers, Hyderabad

Please note that the tender documents are available for download on the TSSPDCL website.
**Punjab sees protest revitalize as more head for Delhi**

In a major development, thousands of farmers from across Punjab and Haryana have descended on Delhi to protest against the central government's new farm laws. The protest, which began on November 26, has gained momentum with each passing day, as farmers continue to demand the repeal of the laws they believe are harmful to their interests.

**The context:**

The farmers, belonging to the Bharti Kisan Union Ekta Uldah (BKU) and the Centre for Indian Trade Union (CITU), have been camped out at the Delhi border for over a week now, with thousands of tractors, trailers, and other vehicles forming a massive human chain. The protesters are demanding the withdrawal of the three farm laws that were enacted in September 2020: the Farm Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation) Act, 2020; the Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) Agreement on Price Assurance and Farming Rights Act, 2020; and the Essential Commodities Act (Amendment) Act, 2020.

**The impact:**

The protests have had a significant impact on the national economy, with the closure of the national highway causing widespread disruption. The traffic has been at a standstill for days, leading to a huge loss in revenue for the government and private sector. The protests have also drawn international attention, with the United Nations and other international bodies expressing concern over the situation.

**The future:**

The government has so far refused to withdraw the laws, despite the continued protests. The farmers continue to camp out at the Delhi border, vowing to continue their protest until their demands are met. The situation remains tense, with both sides bracing for a long and drawn-out battle.

---

**The SUNDAY EXPRESS, JANUARY 31, 2021**

**Elgar Parishad 2021: Arundhati Roy calls for resistance against RSS**

CHANDAN HAYLUNDAR

AUTHOR ARUNDATHI ROY called for a united front against theRSS and "capitulation" in her recent speech at the Elgaar Parishad event, which was attended by several prominent activists and intellectuals. In her speech, Roy emphasized the importance of unity and solidarity in the face of the rising threat posed by the RSS and its affiliated organizations.

"The RSS is a..."

Roy began her speech by highlighting the RSS's role in the recent protests in the country, particularly in the Amazon rainforest fires and the锡尔特-普拉亚叛乱. She pointed out that the RSS has been using these events to further its agenda of promoting Hindutva and suppressing dissent.

"It is not enough..."

Roy went on to stress the need for a coordinated and unified response to the RSS's activities. She called for a "national resistance" against the RSS, emphasizing the importance of solidarity and unity in the face of the threat.

"We must..."

In conclusion, Roy urged the audience to take action and resist the RSS's capitulation. She called for a "national resistance" against the RSS, emphasizing the importance of solidarity and unity in the face of the threat.

---

**65th Republic Day: Special court: PCPO Act deals with offences against children, accused to be punished under instead of IPC Sec 354**

**SADAP MOKADAR**

A special court in Mumbai recently held that the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences (PCPO) Act, 2012, is applicable to the accused and not under Section 354 of the Indian Penal Code.

"The special court is..."

The court observed that the special court is similar to the High Court, noting that the accused was acquitted under Section 50 of the PCPO Act. The court also noted that the accused had not committed any sexual offense under Section 354 of the IPC.

"An FIR was filed..."

The court observed that the accused was acquitted under Section 50 of the PCPO Act. The court also noted that the accused had not committed any sexual offense under Section 354 of the IPC.

---

**Vaccination Drive: "We feel warm, friendship on mutual trust..."**

"We feel warm, friendship on mutual trust..." is a phrase used to describe the relationship between people who trust each other and feel a sense of warmth and camaraderie.

---

**Tracking India's Covid-19 Response**

**NUMBER OF VACCINATIONS (JANUARY 29)**

**DEATHS (JAN 29) TOTAL**

**STATE REPORTING MAXIMUM CASES (daily)**

**STATE REPORTING MAXIMUM DEATHS (TODAY)**

---

SAPTA BAKSHI

**The book, By Many a Flying Accent, is Anna's memoir about her life as an educationist and her work with Vanasthalis Chalas.**
The West Hand: boring lead, he does not rate to have a singleton. There is a better idea. Assuming South is going to do that, how should he play the hand?

Solution for 2305

ACROSS

2. Green tarpauline
3. 5's=Very Hard; 6's=Very Difficult
6. 10, 12, 15
7. Basic model
8. Specialist
9. Means of moving water (4)
10. Comic representation
11. Ranges
12. Popsinger ___ John (5)
13. Demand or assertion
15. To cover a hole in your mouth
16. Apresage for me: nothing going back
17. The gun we hid inside fell out
18. Debt instruments found in
19. Typical everyday terms
20. Supporter of public enlightenment
21. Bring backs into the hand
22. Vandalizes or robs (5)
23. It's wonderful being godlike (10)
24. Gnome
25. Drink brought around (4)
26. A presage for me: nothing going back
27. Bring backs into the hand
28. As per the chart, forcing you to face
29. It's wonderful being godlike (10)
30. Bring backs into the hand
31. Drink brought around (4)
32. As per the chart, forcing you to face
33. Drink brought around (4)
34. As per the chart, forcing you to face
35. Drink brought around (4)
36. As per the chart, forcing you to face
37. Drink brought around (4)

DOWN

1. Soft, sentimental (9)
2. In a row (8)
3. Bird an newspaperman has to
4. Spotted American film star in a
5. 2009-2010
6. To make a date more flexible
7. Pant (8)
8. Riddle (4)
9. Such fruit (4)
10. Countenance by Katisha (10)
11. This is a period of supreme
12. Pluto (5)
13. These assets are available: 51 old
14. Transfuse
15. Apresage for me: nothing going back
16. Mercury's relationship with Neptune is
17. It hasn't been over the past year, but only can prolong what is guarded in
18. What do you know (5)
19. In order to
20. Supporter of public enlightenment
21. Copewith a horse captured by
22. Vandalizes or robs (5)
23. It's wonderful being godlike (10)
24. Gnome
25. Drink brought around (4)
26. A presage for me: nothing going back
27. Bring backs into the hand
28. As per the chart, forcing you to face
29. It's wonderful being godlike (10)
30. Bring backs into the hand
31. Drink brought around (4)
32. As per the chart, forcing you to face
33. Drink brought around (4)
34. As per the chart, forcing you to face
35. Drink brought around (4)
36. As per the chart, forcing you to face
37. Drink brought around (4)
**REUTERS**

India’s fleet strength rose to 713 as of November, compared to 669 as of March, according to a government survey that was released on Tuesday.

India’s fleet strength of 713 was the highest recorded in the country’s history, outpacing the previous high of 669 aircraft as of March 2020. The survey, conducted by the Indian Ministry of Defence, also showed a significant increase in the number of aircraft delivered to the air force in the past few months.

India’s aviation sector has been hit hard by the coronavirus pandemic, with restrictions on international travel and a slowdown in domestic travel.

As part of the National Aerospace Policy, India aims to have a fleet strength of 1,100 aircraft by 2030. The survey report also showed that India’s aviation sector is expected to contribute significantly to the country’s economic growth.

**TELECOM WATCH**

New Services

5G roll-out: How fast in notice period will smoothen process

As part of the National Digital India Programme (NDIP), the Ministry of Communications has approved the issuance of guidelines for the development of 5G services in the country.

The guidelines will allow operators to roll out services within a shorter notice period, which is currently 12 months.

This is a significant step towards the early rollout of 5G services in India, which is expected to provide high-speed connectivity and usher in new applications and services.

Reform efforts: The government has been taking various measures to revitalize the telecom sector, including the reduction of spectrum prices and the introduction of new technologies like 5G.

**BRIEFLY**

**NEW SBI CARD MD & CEO**

What are the steps we are taking to ensure smooth process of new services?

SBI Card has been working closely with the government to ensure a smooth rollout of new services. We have been proactive in our approach and have been working with the Ministry of Communications to ensure that the necessary guidelines are in place.

As part of the National Digital India Programme, SBI Card has been working towards the development of new services like 5G. We have been working closely with the government to ensure that the necessary guidelines are in place.

**PRAMUKH**

How are you planning to implement the new guidelines?

We are planning to implement the new guidelines by ensuring that the necessary infrastructure is in place. We are also working with the government to ensure that the necessary regulatory framework is in place.

**REUTERS**

**GameStop’s stock price has soared over 1,600% since January 2020.**

The GameStop saga has continued to unfold over the past few months, with the stock price soaring over 1,600% since January 2020. The saga has been characterized by a range of factors, including speculation, manipulation, and short selling.

Intra-day movements: The stock price has been volatile, with the price range spanning from $11.83 to $347.51.

Market sentiment: The high price has been driven by a range of market sentiments, including the belief that the company has a strong product and a vibrant community.
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At the start of the joint session of Parliament on Friday, PM Narendra Modi announced a new economic stimulus package to help India achieve a “V-shaped” recovery. The package is aimed at stimulating investments and consumption, and includes tax cuts, increased spending on infrastructure, and measures to support the auto and real estate sectors. The government has also announced a series of initiatives to boost the economy, including a new National Infrastructure Fund and a revised budget to support businesses. The package is expected to boost growth and create jobs, and will be financed through increased taxation. The government has also announced a series of measures to protect the country from the impact of the global economic crisis, including increased spending on health and education, and measures to support small and medium-sized enterprises. The package is expected to provide relief to the economy and help India achieve a sustainable and inclusive growth path.

BUDGET 21

COUNTERDOWN
B & G OUT OF CONGO SHADOW
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\[\text{I don't wish to anticipate the Budget. There is a universal demand for a much faster investment in health infrastructure and in deccrease in the number of days to support that demand. The FM should provide more funds under the heads of two schemes. Otherwise, the farmers will not have any confidence in their approach or behavior.}\]

\[\text{THE PRESIDENT'S Address did not contain anything new, as far as the farmers are concerned, and this is likely to happen by bad policies made in Delhi. The farmers believe that the government has no respect for them at all. It is true that they have not been able to get their demands fulfilled, but the farmers believe that the government should have listened to them from the very beginning.}\]

\[\text{Why Rajini is no MGR, and other starring stories}\]

\[\text{On December 29, Tamil superstar Rajinikanth announced that he would not enter politics in order to bring health to the sick.}\]

\[\text{It is clear from his political and administrative achievements that he was not went on as an idealistic man.}\]

\[\text{There is no need for a government to bring a new law in a hurry.}\]

\[\text{No hurry}\]

\[\text{In the recent case of Mahul Pradeep Chaudhary, the court observed that the passage of a law is a necessary pre-requisite for the implementation of any policy.}\]

\[\text{No peto-ry}\]

\[\text{A question should be asked to Chinnappa on January 30, when he will be the chief of the autonomous institution of the Tamil Nadu government.}\]

\[\text{She Said}\]

\[\text{The EMBASSY of the Nagpur branch of the High Court, which held the promptly "without skin-to-skin contact," in order to prevent the transmission of the disease.}\]

\[\text{Bizzare, problematic tirade}\]

\[\text{The order was to apply Section 7 of the POCSO, which states that "Any act of sexual assault by a person against any child under the age of 12, shall carry a minimum of five years imprisonment, or the court may direct that the person shall be punished as provided in Section 376 of the Indian Penal Code, in addition to the punishment under Section 376, which can be imposed without applying Section 7.\]
A subsidiary of AstraZeneca said Friday that new clinical data showed its experimental COVID-19 vaccine was effective against the Indian variant of the virus, spurring a rally in the stock of the company, which is partnership the world’s largest drugmaker, Johnson & Johnson.

AstraZeneca said in a news release that the vaccine was effective against the Delta variant in a trial of more than 12,000 people in the United States and Brazil. The company said the data showed that the vaccine was 74% effective against the Delta variant, compared with 71% effectiveness against the original strain of the virus in trials earlier this year.

The results are a significant boost for AstraZeneca, which has been grappling with declining sales for its COVID-19 vaccine in the face of competition from more powerful shots made by Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna.

The company said it plans to submit the data to regulatory authorities, including the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, for authorization to use the vaccine against the Delta variant.

The Indian variant, first identified in India, was first detected in the U.S. in May and has since spread rapidly across the country, accounting for more than half of new infections in recent weeks.

AstraZeneca’s vaccine was initially authorized for use in the U.S. in April, but has faced challenges in gaining acceptance because of concerns about rare reports of blood clots in people who received the jab.

In response to the new data, AstraZeneca’s stock price rose more than 5% in early trading on Friday, while the shares of other drugmakers fell, including Pfizer and Moderna.

The results also come as the Biden administration considers whether to allow a longer time between the first and second doses of the AstraZeneca vaccine, which could make the vaccine more accessible.

The AstraZeneca vaccine is cheaper and easier to store than some of the other available COVID-19 vaccines, making it a attractive for countries with limited resources.

However, the company has struggled to gain endorsement in some countries due to concerns about the blood clotting side effects. AstraZeneca and its partners have said they are working to address these concerns.

In addition to the new data, AstraZeneca is also waiting for regulatory approval for its vaccine in the U.S., where it has been authorized for emergency use.

The company has said it expects to have enough vaccine doses to meet the current demand in the U.S. by the end of the year.

Despite the positive data, AstraZeneca faces a challenging road ahead as it continues to navigate the ongoing pandemic.

The company has faced criticism for its initial delay in delivering vaccine doses to some countries, and has been criticized for not disclosing enough information about its trials.

In recent weeks, the company has faced a backlash in India, where it is partnering with a local company to manufacture the vaccine, after reports that the vaccine was ineffective against the Delta variant.

In September, the company faced a backlash in India after reports that the vaccine was ineffective against the Delta variant.

The company has said it is working to address the concerns and is committed to providing a safe and effective vaccine.
Change Begins
As the pandemic turns home spaces multifunctional, a look at the evolution of the drawing room.

Shiny Varghese

The drawing room is dead. Long for the drawing room? It’s a phrase that never cuts deep. Living rooms have taken over. The drawing room has become multifunctional. In this issue, we look at the evolution of the drawing room – how it transformed and how it’s transformed. The drawing room is a place where you sit easy. It gives you an element of curiosity, a place to think and a place to listen. It was about filling the room with faces, making an appearance. In recent times, with the intersection of the drawing room and living room, it has become a neutral zone. It is no longer a place to socialize, but a space that can be used for various activities. The drawing room has become multifunctional, with different sections designed for different activities.

The drawing room was a space where social interactions took place. It was a place to meet visitors, where the family would sit and interact. The drawing room was a place where you could make an impression. It was a space where you could show off your family, your friends, and your guests. The drawing room was a place where you could make a statement. It was a place where you could express yourself.

The drawing room has been replaced by the living room, which is more open and flexible. The drawing room was a place where you could make a statement, while the living room is a place where you can make a statement. The drawing room was a place where you could show off your family, while the living room is a place where you can show off your friends.

The drawing room was a place where you could make an impression, while the living room is a place where you can make a statement. The drawing room was a place where you could make a statement, while the living room is a place where you can make a statement. The drawing room was a place where you could make a statement, while the living room is a place where you can make a statement.
Who’s Afraid of the Big Bad Cat?

A fair hearing to the creature at the receiving end of pointy fingers every time a cat is found to be scaring something.

BUT when has your precious scientists doing the best science in the whole of history? Find out if this is the case among some other curious cases!

Your take on the fact that humans were blaming your species for spreading this scourge around the world? Scientist have admitted that they were bitten by some of your own kind and, when things boomerang, you find yourself in the first place? Of course, we’ll bite if you take such liberties. You were researching us for some continue pollinating your bananas, durians, and a host of other fruits. We have been using these fruits for thousands of years.

Are there any conclusions that are based on animal experiments and products? People have been using these traditional medicines for thousands of years. But much of these have been scientifically proven to be of no use, and their continued use can be harmful and can actually create more problems.

The road has been long and hard for Assam’s anti-witch-hunt crusader, Birubala Rabha, recently honoured with the Padma Shri. Here’s a look at her story.

Reclaiming Our Bodies

A letter to young women on body diversity, body positivity and social justice

— Do you think it is apt that the problem has been solved in women’s bodies? It is a problem of cultural definitions of beauty?

If self-critical words with our entire bodies, we’ve found three effective steps to get away the judgements and return our agency, our bodies:

More across India, Sannas (name changed), 21, shared her story of how she experimented with intense body shaming as a child. “I was bullied as a child and was even considering dropping out of school, but my family convinced me to continue. Now I’ve found my own style of dressing and have even become a social media influencer.”

She adds, saying that it is “a daily battle that I face and, after some time, I realized that it is okay to love me for who I am. I am not perfect, why should I be.”

The road has been long and hard for Assam’s anti-witch-hunt crusader, Birubala Rabha, recently honoured with the Padma Shri. Here’s a look at her story.

Sannas’s story is shared by many others who have been bullied for years. The very next day, a hundred villagers came to her house and forced her to eat. The very next day, a hundred villagers came to her house and forced her to eat. Other women in the village stopped her from leaving their homes and threatened her with violence. But she refused to give up and continued her fight.

As a young woman, she was branded as a witch and was threatened with violence. But she refused to give up and continued her fight.
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The very next day, a hundred villagers came to her house and forced her to eat. Other women in the village stopped her from leaving their homes and threatened her with violence. But she refused to give up and continued her fight.

As a young woman, she was branded as a witch and was threatened with violence. But she refused to give up and continued her fight.
Brave Old World

Historian Audrey Truschke on why religious identity was never of primary importance in pre-modern India and countering ideological readings of the past with facts

Pamela Chakravarti

YOU’RE among the few who can rattle off your favorite film. Who can match that with the person who writes about the jokes you tell? You might be surprised.

The Storyteller Writes

Satyajit Ray’s memoir is long on details about his life and short on personal insights

Bala Kirchtar

THE EYE, THE SUNSET
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Secret Sauce

When Sita Speaks

A new translation of the powerful Kannada novel Utama Kandaani retains the force and rhythm of the original

Rajendra Chouhan

SHELF LIFE

LETTER FROM INDIA

Reviews

with Hopes, Heart and Humor

Sanskrit intellectuals than among other groups. What does this religious identity mean when it is conflated with a racial identity? And what does the language of modernity, which has pronounced itself as the only language that matters, mean when applied to the number of literary languages? This book is about the shifts in religious identity that have occurred in the last century, and how its conflation with a racial identity has stymied the modern Indian writer.

In her new book, ‘Sanskrit: The Language of History’, historian Audrey Truschke argues that the Mughal empire’s dynamism in the 12th and 18th centuries led to an absence of wider dissemination of literary work, but incoming language notes anumber of texts that I think are important. You write in the epilogue of your new book that your attempt to broaden the scope of your research is not only to explore the language’s history as ‘a lens—of interests and accuracy’ but to understand how one does it with the techniques you discuss. You think the Sanskrit language was an aristocratic one and that it is not a ‘living conversation’ today. This is not true, but I don’t think there is a reader who will be happy tilling land and leading a farmer’s life. The greatest influence on her has been her ‘Appu’, who educates her in his philosophy. Her mother, who is a tailor, is her best friend. She loved her brother and father, whom she cared a lot about. She is happy...
Egg-flip and a strong brew of discipline: How coach Namibier groomed Usha

18-year-old uses superior upper body strength to get the better of Olympic medalist Sakhil Malik

NEW DELHI, JANUARY 30

You want your strongest team, but rotation is important: Butler

THE WOMEN'S national wrestling championship got underway at a school in the outskirts of Agra on Saturday. The two-day event has attracted about 200 wrestlers in 16 weight categories.

The men's edition of the national championship will begin on Monday. Thirty-six states and union territories are participating in this year's event.

The women's event was officially inaugurated by Delhi union minister Shalini Malhotra. The Delhi Police, in a virtual press conference from Chennai, said 2,000 police personnel will be deployed in and around the Agra venue during the two-day event.

Sakhil Malik

OFFICIALS

India's best wrestler

The best figure. The best form. The best podium. And the best medal. Sakhil Malik is the perfect embodiment of what every wrestler dreams of. Malik, the Rio Olympics bronze medalist from Haryana, won the national championships with a convincing victory over Rio Olympics silver medalist Sakshi Malik in the women's 62kg category.

Malik, who won the national title in 2015, 2016 and 2017, was one of the favorites for the title this year as well. She had finished second in the 62kg category at the national championships last year, losing to Sakshi Malik.
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